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CONTROL OF HORSES ACT 2015

EXPLANATORY NOTES

COMMENTARY ON SECTIONS

Section 1: Powers of local authorities in England to detain horses

7. Section 1(1) inserts section 7A into the 1971 Act and gives local authorities in England
a power to detain horses in public places in their area.

a. Section 7A(2) provides that the local authority should have reasonable grounds
for believing that the horse is there without lawful authority and, if someone
is lawfully occupying the public place, that the occupier consents to the local
authority detaining the horse or would consent if asked.

b. Section 7A(3) applies the procedure in section 7C to detention of horses under
section 7A.

c. Section 7A(4) defines “local authority” for this section. The definition covers
unitary authorities (as a unitary authority will in law be a county, district or
London borough council).

8. Section 1(3)(a) defines “horse” to include an ass, mule or hinny. (A donkey is an ass.)
Section 1(3)(c) states that “public place” includes any common land, town or village
green and any highway or its verges.

Section 2: Powers of freeholders and occupiers in England to detain horses

9. Section 2 inserts section 7B into the 1971 Act and gives freeholders and occupiers
of land in England a power to detain horses which are on their land without lawful
authority.

a) Section 7B(2) provides that the horse may be detained in any case by the occupier
of the land. In cases where the freeholder of the land is not also the occupier, the
freeholder may detain the horse with the occupier’s consent.

b) Section 7B(3) applies the procedure in section 7C to detention of horses under
section 7B.

Section 3: Exercise of powers of detention

10. Section 3 inserts section 7C into the 1971 Act to set out the procedure for the detention
of horses under the new sections 7A and 7B of the 1971 Act. The new procedure is a
modification of the procedure in section 7.

a. The horse may be detained for a total of 96 hours if within the first 24 hours notice
is given to an officer in charge of a police station and to the horse-owner, if the
person detaining the horse knows who the horse-owner is (section 7C(2) and (3)).
If such notice is not given within the first 24 hours, the horse cannot be detained
after the end of the 24-hour period. The 96-hour period excludes non-working
days (see section 7C(9)).
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b. The right to detain the horse ceases if, before the end of 96 hours beginning with
the time when the horse was first detained, the horse-owner claims the horse and
tenders to any person with a claim under section 4A such sums as are sufficient
to satisfy the claim (section 7C(3) and (4)).

c. If at the end of the period of 96 hours, the right to detain the horse has not ceased,
then no-one may subsequently claim the horse who has not already done so. The
person detaining the horse may thereafter dispose of it by selling it, arranging for
it to be destroyed (which would have to be done humanely) or in any other way,
including giving it away (section 7C(5)).

d. Where the horse is sold, the former owner of the horse may recover from the
person who detained the horse any excess from the proceeds of the sale. This sum
is determined after deducting from the proceeds of sale the costs of sale and any
costs incurred in connection with it, any expenses incurred in detaining the horse
and any claim by the freeholder or occupier of the land in respect of any damage
caused by the horse (section 7C(6)).

e. The person detaining the horse is liable to the horse-owner for any damage
caused to it through failure to treat it with reasonable care while it is detained
(section 7C(7), which specifically requires the provision of “adequate food and
water”). Separately the Animal Welfare Act 2006 requires, by virtue of section 9
(“duty to ensure welfare”), that any person responsible for an animal takes
reasonable steps to ensure that all its welfare needs are met.

Section 4: Liability for damage and expenses due to horses

11. Section 4 inserts section 4A into the 1971 Act relating to horses on land without lawful
authority, and also makes consequential amendments to sections 4, 5 and 10 of the
1971 Act. Section 4A makes provision for liability of the person to whom the horse
belongs for expenses arising from its detention and the ascertainment of that person as
the owner of the horse. It also covers any damage the horse may have caused to the land
or property. It is modelled on the existing section 4.

Section 5: Commencement, extent and short title

12. Section 5 provides for the commencement, extent and short title of the Act.
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